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Land Revenue Settlements in the Punjab. 

CHAPTER I.-GENERAL PRINCIPLES. 

1. What is Land Revenue ?-Land Revenue is the 
modern equivalent of the certain proportion of the annual 
produce of every bigha of land, to which by the ancient 
law of the country the ruling pO'wer is entitled. It is by 
law declared to be the first charge upon the rents, profit 
and produce of an estate or holding, and the Govern
ment's claim to it is superior to t,he claim of a private 
creditor, even whpn thp latter has b0en established by a 
decree of court. The certain proportion of the produce to 
which the Government is entitled is fixed from time to 
time by the Government itself. The predecessors of the 
British Government in many instances did not prescribe 
any limit to their claim, but took in kind all that they 
could from thr cultivator of the soil, leaving him only a 
bare subsistence for himsf'lf and his family. As a 
result land had, in those days, very little value. Since 
British occupation the maximum proportion claimed has 
been limited on va.rious occasions, on each of which 
progressive leniency has been displayed. For the per
manent Settlement of Bengal, the demand was confined 
to 91 per cent. of the Rental, and the same proportion 
was adopted in 1812 in the area now called" the United 
Provinces." In that area the proportion was gradually 
reduced,-to five-sixths in 1822, to " not more than two
thirds" in 1844, to "about one-half" in 1855. The 
earliest Settlements in the Punjab followed the instruc
tions issued for the United Provinces; in 1860 the limit 
was definitely fixed at one-half of the "nett assets ". 
That standard was maintained in theory for more tha.n 
60 years; in practice the demand fell progressively short 
of it, so much so that in 1915 Settlement Officers were 
relieved of the obligation to justify proposals which 
made no attempt to reach it. Since August 1921 when 
the Revenue Member of the Punjab Government gave 
a.n undertaking in Council that future a.ssessments would 
be based on new standards which Government intended 
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to use in a new revenue bill which they intended to> 
introduce and since the first publication of that bill, the 
standard has further been reduced to one-third of the 
nett assets. 

2. What is a Settlement ?-A settlement is intended 
to discover exactly the amount of the Government 
claim, or land revenue due from an area, and wbo IS 

liable to pay that claim. 

Prior to British occupation, the titles to land had in 
many parts of the Punjab become very shadowy: the 
agents of the Sikh Government very often collected the 
ReV('nU8 in the form of a share of the crop direct from 
thf' cultivating occupier, and paid little attention, if any, 
to those who claimed to have other rights. There is, 
however, good reason to believe that such rights did 
exist and were on occasion recognized by the a,utho
rities apart from the mere fact of possession. All 
these rights the British Government was careful to 
ascertain and protect and some of them have deve
loped into what are now called rights of ownership. 
The commonest kind of ownership was that in which 
one person or more cultivated the land without any 
obligation to pay dues to any person other than 
the State. In an other kind the owner received from 
the cultivator the dues leviable by the State, together 
with a small addition in kind. Besides these rights of 
ownership there are the rights of certain persons in a 
position of feudal superiority to receive shares from the 
owners : these are usually called superior landlords. 
There are also the rights of others to continuous occup
ation of the land on the payment of certain fixed rents. 
These persons are called occupancy tenants. There are 
also the rights of persons to receive the share of the 
produce which is ordinarily taken by the State. These 
are called assignees of land revenue or jagirdars, inam
dars or muafidars. All these rights and some others 
have to be ascertained and are carefully recorded at 
settlement. But the settlement is not made with each 
individual whose right to occupy the land on the pay
ment of land revenue has been established. It is made
with all the owners of an estate, who are jointly and 
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severally liable for the payment of land revenue. In 
the Punjab the estate is usually a village. This joint 
liability is, as a matter of fact, rarely, if ever, enforced; 
in ordinary practice the individual owner pays his 
Revenue or takes the consequences. But the advantages 
of its legal existence are not merely theoretical. It 
helps to stabilise the village as a social uuit, and (what 
is perhaps of more importance) it facilitates the practice 
of giving the villagers an effective voice in distributing 
the Revenue of the estate over the individual holdings. 

3. The Land-owner's title.-Thus the early Settle
ment in the Punjab benefited both parties to them. To 
the Government they gave an assurance that certain 
amounts of Land Revenue would accrue year by year; 
and to the owners they gave a clear title to 
their holdings. These titles might indeed be challeng
ed in a Civil Court, but in a Civil Suit the party 
who is shewn in the Revenue Records as owner has a 
great advantage; for the mere fact of the entry raises 
a presumption in his favour. Where the Revf>nue Re
cord has not been challenged within the time allowed by 
the Limitation Act, the entry constitutes a valid title, 
which the Courts are bound to recognize. 

In accepting the title which the Revenue Record 
set up, a land-owner engages to be, with the rest of the 
proprietary body, jointly and severally responsible for 
the Land Revenue of his holding and the estate contain
ing it. Prior to 1887, each estate, through its Head
men used to make a formal tender of engagement 
(darkhwast malguzeiri) to pa.y the demand assessed. This 
formality is now obsolete, but its counterpart is still in 
force, namely, the right of the owners of an estate (or a 
sufficient number of them) to refuse to engage. Such 
refusal, if persisted in carries with it the consequence 
that the ordinary rights of the land-owners in the estate 
remain in abeyance. 

If a land-owner, having accepted liability for the 
Land Revenue, makes default in his payments, and 
fails to respond to the milder processes which usually 
suffice to ensure collection, he may find his holding trans. 
ferred to some other owner in the estate, or attached 
for a term of years, or, in the last resort, sold. The em~ 
ployment of these stringent methods is very exceptional .. 
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There are only three kinds of exception to the gener
al rule that the ownership of land is contingent upon 
the payment of Land Revenue: these are (1) those cases 
in which the Land Revenue has been assigned to the 
owners; (2) a few estates which were sold as waste-land 
fret:' of Land R.evenue between 1863 and 1873; (3) a 
very few estates of which the Land Revenue has been 
redeemed under rules which were in force for a short 
period aft('r 1869. 

4. Settlement and A88e88ment.-A settlenwnt in
volves both a determination of the Government demand 
and also the compilation of a Record of Rights. In the 
Punjab, the latter procel1.s had been carded out about 
fifty years ago: all that now has to be done is to keep 
the record up-to-date, and to revise it periodically. The 
great value ot this process to land-owners can hardly be 
exaggf'rated. In Great Britain and many other count
ries land-owners have to maintain at great expense their 
own maps and title deeds of landed property through 
the agency of a privately paid professional staff of 
solicitors and surveyors, and they have to prove tllf' cor
rectness of these documents when they are questioned 
in litigation or when they desire to alienate or mortgage 
property. For this reason thc Land R.evenue Act of 
1887 discarded the term "settlement '\ and deals 
separately with the two aspects of settlement, the mak
ing and revision of Records of Rights on the one hand, 
and general or special assessments on the other. As 
every district in the Punjab has already been assessed 
and re-assessed at least once, a general assessment 
(which is, strictly speaking, applicable to a whole dis
,trict or tabsil) will in future always be are-assessment. 

It is generally found convenient to seize the oppor
tunity afforded by a re-assessment to make a special 
revision of the Record of Rights. The presence of a 
specially-trained staff, and the inherent connection bet
ween rights and liabilities, facilitate the thorough check
ing of the entries; and the close touch thus established 
between the staff and the people greatly increases 
.accuracy in distributing the new demand. Hence, 
though the word" settlement" no longer appears in the 
Land Revenue Act, it persists in popular speech and 
~ven in official correspondence, in such phrases as 
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" Settlement Collector ", " Settlement Report" and so 
on. In this pamphlet, the word" Settlement" will be 
used in this popular way, unless there is some special 
point in differentiating re-assessment proceedings from 
revision of the Record. 

5. Fixed and Fluctuating Assessmenis.-The normal 
Assessment takes the form of a fixed amount for each 
estate for a term of years: the Settlement Officer an
nounces a fixed sum to be paid annually by each estate. 
This sum is not liable to be varied, except in accordance 
with the rules for progressive assessment, exemption of 
improvements, di-alluvion, suspension and remission, or 
similar special circumstances. 

But it is also permissible for an assessment to be in 
the form of rates chargeable according to the results of 
each year or harvest : this is called a "fluctuating 
assessment." It is generally employed where the 
results of each harvest are most de]Jendellt upon condi
tions beyond the cultivators' control, e.:I., river-floods, 
cana.l-supplies, or precarions rainfall. -

Thure is much to be said in favour of f'ach of these 
forms, if applied to appropriate areas and efficiently 
workt>d. The great advantage of the' fixed' form to 
the land-owner is that it gives him all tbe benf'fit of 
waste-land broken up or fields improved lwtween settle
ments ; and from the point of view of Government, this 
form 1ms the merit of fostering devf>lopment apd 
increasing wealth: but it is gfnerally necessary, as has 
been suggested above, to modify rigid fixity so as to 
allDw for unforeseen circumstances. The advantage of 
the' fluctuating' form is that the demand is automatical
ly adjusted to the ability to pay: but if it is not to 
become either an occasion of loss to the Government 
or of oppression to the land-0wners, strict supervision is 
essential. 

Of late years owing to the extension of canal 
irrigation the pro portion of the total area of the province 
under 'fluctuating' assessment has greatly increased: 
in the older districts, however, the' fixed' assessment 
works well and is popular. 
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6. ..Assigned Land Revenue.-It is one of the duties 
()f a Settlement Officer to overhaul the Assignment Re
gisters, to verify the sanctions on which each assign
ment is enjoyed, and to arrange for resumption in 
cases where the assignee's title is imperfect, or necessary 
conditions are not fulfilled, or the prescribed term 
has expired. If in any such case he considers resump
tion inadvisable, he must take steps to obtain sanction 
for his proposals. In some cases he may find it desir
able to get the terms of the assignment altered. For 
instance, there are numerous assignments of which 
the purpose is to maintain the dignity and efficiency 
of a religious foundation, but the recorded beneficiary 
is an individual incumbent. In such cases it is usually 
politic to arrange that, on the death of the incumbent, 
the assignment shoulo be renewed in the name of insti
tution, with specific conditions exacting proper mainte
nance, good conduct and loyalty. 

In the case of petty grants for the term of settle
ment in favour of village servants or institutions, the 
Settlement Officer is authorised, if he thinks resumption 
inadvisable, to strike the assignment off the Govern
ment Register, to reduce the assessment of the estate 
by the amount of it, and to give the proprietary body 
of the estate the option of exempting or including the 
holding in their scht:>,me of distribution. This arrange
ment has the advantage of making the institution or 
servant directly responsible to those to whom service 
is due. 
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OHAPTER II.-RE-ASSESSMENTS, PRELUUNARY 
PROCEDURE. 

1. Forecast Reports.-All assessments in the Punjab 
having been sanctioned for a definite term of years, 
it is necessary to decide, before that term expires, whether 
a re-ass~ssment is to be undertaken. If it appears 
that re-assessment is unnecessary, the old assessment 
can be allowed to run on. As a rule re-assessment 
does not take place unless it appears either (1) that 
the Government could fairly claim an enhancement 
large enough to justify the trouble and expense of 
assessing it; or (2) that the existing assessment ought 
to be reduced or re-distributed on account of some 
-change in the circumstances of the tract as a whole or its 
constituent parts. 

Occasionally the progress of a tract since settlement 
is so obvious that the Government can decide with
out elaborate enquiry that re-assessment is called for. 
But as a general rule a Forecast Report has to be sub
mitt,~d as the current assessment nears its close. This 
report shows briefly the recent history of the tract, 
especially in regard to rainfall, population and stock, 
irrigation, cultivated and harvested areas, mortgages, 
land-values and crop-prices. On these data the report
ing officer (usually the Deputy Oommissioner) bases a 
rough estimate of the probable new demand. He also 
reports whether, apa,rt from the financial results, there 
are any special reasons for re-~,ssessment, e.g., that the 
existing demand is excBssive or badly distributed. The 
Financial Commissioner, if satisfied that re-assessment 
is necessary, requests the sanction ot the Local Govern
ment. When this has been obtained, a Notification is 
issued under section 49 of the Land Revf>nue Act. 
At the same time it is conside,red whether a special 
revision of the Record of Rights is desirable, and if 
tbis is sanctioned by the Government another Noti
fication is issued under section .32 of the same Act. 
These preliminaries are ordinarily earried out in time 
to admit of operations being' begun twc years before 
the current settlement is due to expire. 

2. The Settlement CaZendar.-The making of a re
assessment, espE'cially if it is accompanied by a revision 
.of the Record of Rights, involves a great deal of 
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highly technical work, which cannot all be carried out 
by the regular District Revenue staff concurrently 
with their normal duties. It is, therefore, necessary to 
em ploy extra staff, especially in th(l higher grades, and 
it makes for efficiency and speed if the members of this 
staff are employed in two or more settlements con
secutively. 'rhese members need not be very numer
ous, as they merely re-inforce the district staff; 
but they should be more or less experts in their own line. 

3. The beginning of a S ettlement.- As ROon as the 
Settlement Officer has been appointed, be makes bimself 
personally familiar with the whole area with which he has 
to deal, and arrives at a general idea of its pn·sent con
dition and the changes which have taken place since laRt 
Settlemen t. 

If a revision of the Record of Rights has been or
dered, this first claims the attention of the staff. The 
old field maps have to be tested: if they are found to be 
reasonably accurate, they are copied and the copies are 
amended so as to embody the changes that have taken 
place. If the old maps are not accurate, or if changes 
have been very numerous, re-measurement of a whole 
estate or part Df it may be necessary: in this case the 
Settlement Officer must obtain from the Financial Oom
missioner sanction to re-measure. In many cases it is 
found that the old maps can be corrected, but in certain 
conditions experience has shown that maps made by 
Patwaris on the " square" system are inevitably iml1er
fect. This is especially the case in river beds, and in 
upland areas wherf' enormous areas of waste are inters
persed with patches of cultivation. In such cases great 
improvements have been efff'cted in recent Settlements 
by enlisting the co-operation of the Survey Depa.l'tment. 
Without an accurate aid of this kind, Oivil and Revenue 
Oourts are always liable to find themRelves confronted 
with boundary disputes which no degree of judicial 
acumen is competent to handle: all that is certain is 
that one or both of two maps is wrong, and it is quite 
impossible to determine exactly where the error lies. 

Other points which have to be decided at an early 
stage of Settlement operations are, (1) the grouping of 
estates for purposes of assessment; (2) the classification 
of,soils ; (3) the calculation of the normal harvested area;: 
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and (4) the adoption of prices for computing the value 
of each kind of crop. These points will be explained in 
the following paragraphs. 

4. Assessment Circles.-General re-assessments 
most commonly cover whole districts: but sometimes 
they are confined to some tahsils of a single district, or 
some tahsils of more than one district may be dealt 
with together. These exceptions may be due to the fact 
that part of a district has a longer term of Settlement 
than the rest, or to the existence of similarities between 
adjacent tahsils which make it conve nient to have them 
assessed by the same Settlement Officer. Sometimes 
the limits of re-assessment depend, not on tahsil bound
aries, but on the system of canal irrigation: this has 
been the usual rule in Canal Colony Settlements. 

Where the Settlement includes more than one 
tahsil, the asspssment of each tahsil is worked out, and 
generally made the subject of a separate report: as a 
rule, if a district consists of three tahsils, three Reports 
will be submitted, each containing the proposals for one 
tahsil: but sometimes one Report will deal with two 
tahsils. 

N ow there are verv few tahsils in the Punjab so 
uniform that a single s~et of rates could be applied in
telligently to all the constituent estates: almost always 
there are distinctions of hill and plain, upland and river
valley, well-belt and canal-belt, tracts of soils in 
which on the one hand sand and on the other clay 
predominates and these correspond to a marked 
diversity of agricultural conditions. So practically all 
tabsils are divided into" Assessment Circles", which 
are more or less homogeneous blocks made up of estates 
shewing sufficient general likeness to enable them to be 
compared with a single scale of standard rates. Unless 
this division were made, the Settlement Officer would 
find himself obliged to depart so far from his standard 
rates in the best and the worst villages, that the scale 
would be of very little use to him or to his superior 
authorities. 

Assessment Circles should be numerous enough to 
distinguish all really important differences of condition, 
but they should also be large enough to give a reason-
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ably wide view. If the circles are very many and small, 
the statistical work involved, both during and after 
settlement, is unduly complicated, and it is difficult for 
the Revenue officials to keep in mind a clear picture of 
the district. In most tahsils the experience of 
successive Settlements has shewn what is the most 
serviceable grouping, and in future settlements it is 
probable that the existing circles will be maintained: 
this will facilitate comparison of statistics and make for 
continuity of administration. 

For assessment purposes each circle is treated as a 
separate unit; the descriptive and statistical information 
and in particular details or prevailing rents, the 
assets-estimate, proposed rates and resulting demands 
must be distinctly set out in the Report circle by 
circlt'. Where the assessment is fixed the orders on the 
Report prescribe the aggregate demand to be imposed 
on eaeh circle as well as the standard ratt>s for each 
class of soil and these are the data from which the 
demands of each estate are deduced. So far as the 
Settlement Officer's superior authorities are concerned, 
the Assessment Oirclp is the unit of assessment. Where 
the assessment is fluctuating the average standard rates 
for each class of soil, or for each kind of crop are usually 
prescribed. 

5. Soil Glassification.-The Settlement Officer 
must, before he can draw up a scale of rates for a 
circle, determine how many different classes of soil he 
will recognize. Soils are distinguisht'd not only by the 
chemical constitution and texture but also by 
irrigation facilities. In most parts of the Punjab within 
the 1imits of an assessment circle the differences in 
chemical constitution and texture are much less 
important than those of water-supply, and it is the 
latter that determine the average productivity of the 
harvest. Hence, in most Assessment Reports, the 
soil-classification is on the lines of well-land, canal-land, 
flood-land and rain-land. If rain-lands are further 
differentiated, the distinction is sometimes between 
fields which have a catchment-area and those which 
rely entirely on direct rainfall; more rarely between 
soils in which clay or sand predominate. On the whole 
the classification depends more on water than on land. 
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The Financial Oommissioner's sanction must be obtained 
for the classification which it is proposed to aclopt in 
the Assessment Report. 

6. The Normal Harvest.-Land Revenue is the money
equivalent of Government's share of the produce of land. 
The fundamental question in assessment is, therefore, this: 
" what does the land produce?" Since settlements are 
made in advance for a term of years, the question might, 
in strict logic, take the form, " what will the land pro
,duce during the coming term?". But it is an acc3pted 
principle of assessment in the Pllnjab that all calcul:1-
tions must be based on ascertained fact and not on pos
sible developments. An estate must be assessed as it is, 
and not a.s it is hoped that it may b~. A Settlement 
Officer who is satisfied that an estate Ls on the down 
grade may allow in ad vance for futllre deterioration, but 
he cannot apply the same principle to estates on the 
upgrade: he must not a'lticipJ,te prosperity. Progr~ssive 
assessments, where they have )nen sanctioned, do not 
lead up to a larger demand than could be claimed on 
the strength of present values. 

The produce o[ an estate consis~s, in the main, of 
the crops llarvest,3a. F0r more thatl 10l'Gy year., a caee· 
ful record has b~en kept in detail of tue crops sown and. 
matured on every field in the Province. There is there
fore no difficulty in ascertaining what the actllal facts 
of cropping have been. Bllt in most estates there are 
wide differenc8s between harvest and harvest: it would 
seldom be safe to take the figures for a single year as 
fairly representing the normal facts: a wider basis must 
be round. 'rhis can best b~ done by striking an avera0'8 
for a typical cycle of years. And it is the duty of the 
Settlement Officer to select such a cycle. In circles 
where cond,itions are stable an:l there has been no 
marked change in the average cropping during the cllr. 
rent settlement, a cycle of twenty yea,ri3 may be taken. 
But where development is still itl prog-re:;s, it would be 
misleading to take so long a period, since the figllres for 
the early year:; would unduly depress the present 
average. Here the Settlement Officer mllst do the best 
he can to find a cycle which fairly represents the present 
normal. He must consider whether recent years have 
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been unusually fortunate or unfortunate as regards rain
fan, and whether any particular harvest has been so 
exceptional that it ought to be left out of account. If, 
having made the fairest selection he can, he regards the 
resulting average as higher or lower than a true normal, 
he can adjust his figures accordingly. Great care is 
always taken to base this important stage of the calcula
tions on actual facts and to give the benefit of every 
doubt to the land -owners. The cycle proposed for adop
tion has to be approved by the Financial Commissioner. 

7. Oommutation Prices.-Land Uevenue being payable 
to Government in cash, the produce must be priced. 
Here. also expectation is not allowed to outrun experience. 

The facts to be ascertained are the actual prices at 
which land-owners have sold their crops. If they 
usually sell them to dealers in the villages, local en
quiries are made and account books examined. If they 
sell in markets at a distance, the market rates are stu
died and deduction made for cost of transport. The 
results are checked by the price lists published in the 
Punjab Gazette and in the Season and Crop Reports, 
allowances being made for the fact that the villager as a 
rule obtains somewhat less than the trade-price. 

It has to be borne in mind that most of the selling 
is done in those years in which the price is lowest: 
hence, in order to arrive at a true average, the price
lists must be carefully compared with the crop returns. 
In the case of erops whose price is governed less by 
local conditions than by the Indian market or even the 
world-market this caution is less necessary, but it is 
always applied more or less. 

Of all the factors which a Settlement Officer has to 
compute, this fixing of prices is the most uncertain, and 
it is here that the widest margin of error is allowed in 
favour of the land-owner. Many districts in the Punjab 
are now paying Land Revenue on the basis of prices 
which were extremely low even in the pre-war years in 
which they were adopted, and which are less than half 
the present market rate. There is little doubt that in 
the past caution was exaggerated. 
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CHAPTER lH.-AsSESSMENT REPORTS. 

1. V iZlage Inspections. -The preliminary questions 
dealt with in Chapter H can be disposed of after a short 
acquaintance with local conditions. But the next step, 
the compilation of an Assessment Report, requires much 
more detailed knowledge. The Settlement Officer must, 
therefore, devote himself to careful enquiry into the 
facts of each estate in the Tahsil, or other area, with 
which his first Report will deal. This means that he has 
to spend nearly all his time touring round the villages 
.and discussing the affairs of each one of them with the 
assembled villagers. These village insp(>ctions are the 
most important part of a settlement. To make the 
discussions as fruitful as possible a great deal of written 
information is necessary. The Settlement Officer must 
study carefully the reports and notes of his predecessor, 
so as to understand how the existing demand was 
arrived at. He must also consult the Village Note Books 
and Abstract Note Books (LaZ Kitab) which have been 
written up year by year since the last settlement: these 
will give him a shrewd idea whether the old demand has 
been easily paid, and whether the estate has made 
progress or the reverse, and what the present condition 
of the village is. He will also have prepared by the 
Settlement staff comparative statements showing in 
tabular form the figures of the past settlement and the 
present for all kinds of agricultural resources, harvests, 
rents and sales and mortgages of land. In addition to 
these aggregate statements, the staff will have prepared 
detailed lists of all rents (shewing exactly how 
they are determined, and to what deductions 
they are subject on account of expenses borne 
by the landlord), sales and mortgages. The aggre
gate statements will at once direct attent,ion to any 
marked signs of strength or weakness, aLd the detailed 
lists will reveal how far the strength or weakness indi
.cated is real and relevant to the assessment. By the 
time the Settlement Officer has ridden over the fields, 
inspected the hamlet, and discussed with the villagers 
all the points brought out by the tables and lists, he 
is fairly well-acquainted with their history and cir
<mmstances. He is then able to write up his own ins
pection note, and to frame a rough estimate of the new 
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demand for the estate, expressed in terms of rates on 
the various soil-classes wbich he bas adopted. 

As tbe work of vilJage-ins:pection proceeds tbrough
out a circle, tbe Settlement Officer finds bis idea of 
standard rates for the circle taking definite shape: and 
by keeping up a running total of bis roughly estimated 
demands he is able to satisfy himself that the figure 
brougbt out by tbe standard rates is one which can be 
applied in actual distribution. His mind may be quite 
clear on thf'se lloints 80mp timf' before IH' bas completed 
bis detailed inspections, but he must certainly have 
inspected tbe bulk of the villages, before he begins to 
write bis Report. 

Meanwhile, by the time that vil1age-inSIJf'ction8 
have sufficier:tly progressed, the staff SllOUld haye been 
able to chrck and total tlle figures of area, boldingsr 
rents, etc., brought out by the revision of the Record of 
Rigbts, an d to com pile tbe various tabular statements 
wbicb accompany and form the basis of the Assessment 
Report. These statrments enable the Settlement Officer 
to bring into one picturE' and take broad view of all the 
manifold details wldch have· been E'ngaging bis Cltten
tion: they coned the tendency, which if' apt to be 
induccd by close IMal enquhy, to bE' " ullable to see tbe 
wood for the trees ". 

For tbe Settlement Officer must be able to change 
bis point of view at different stages of his task. He will 
natura]]y begin with a general view, afforded by his 
firl't comprehensive tour of the tract and by bis prede
cessor'B Reports: he will then proceed to a detailed 
view of the particular estates, and so confirm or correct 
the accuracy of his first impressions; and he must then 
once more remove himself to a distance from the de
tails, 80 as to be a,bIe to see them all in their proller 
llerspective in relation to the whole picture. It is this 
whole picture which he has to }Jresent in his report .. 
When he receives his orders on the report, he must come 
to grips with the details of distribution. 

2. The contents of an .Assessment Report.-"-Assess
ment Reports are now-a-days restricted to essentials, 
and present the data relevant to assessment in the 
clearest and most compact form. 
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They first deal with the physical factors, i.e., with 
a short topographical description of each circle (illus
trated by a map) ; the rainfall (with statements showing 
annual variation and monthly distribution); and the 
arrangement of assessment circles and field-classifica
tion. 

They then explain very briefly the fiscal history of 
the tract-ancient history is treated very cursorily. if at 
a11 : but the principles, rates and demand of the expiring 
settlement are set out, and the fairness of its distribu
tion and the success of its realization discussed. If the 
demand has been raised or lowered since its introduc
tion, the reasons must be explained: and the actual 
demands and collections for each year are given in a 
statement which shows at a glance whether the settle
ment ha~ worked easily or not. 

The development of resources is next d~scribed. 
The cultivated areas of each Circle, with details for 
soils is compared with tIl(' corresponding areas at last 
settlement: any challges ill the quality or method of 
cultivation are explained. Variations in the number of 
wells, Ihe-stoc1, ploughs and other instruments of 
agriculture are considered, as well as the census-returns 
and the pressure of population on cultivated area. 
Figures are given to shew the tribal distribution, with 
notes on the agricultural merits of the principal tribes 
of owners and tenants. The prevailing tenures and the 
size of holdings are discussed, special attention being 
drawn to any very large holdings which unduly inflate 
the averagt's brought out by the statements. 

The rise or fall of prices is examined from two 
points of view: first, the commutation-prices assumed 
at last settlement are compared with those now assumed, 
and the total percentage of variation calculated; se
condly, the change in actual prices is considered, in 
order that it may be seen how far the difference in the 
Government's assumptions coincides with a real differ
ence i.n the land-owner's cash receipts. In this con
nection, changes in the cost of cultiyation (and espe
cially in the expense of working a well) are mentioned, 
since these may materially affect the amount of the nett 
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receipts. The facilities for marketing produce are des
cribed, with special reference to any improvements in 
communications by road or rail and the introduction of 
new markets. 

Statistics of transfers by sale and mortgage for 
various periods are given, and it is explained to what 
extent these indicate financial embarrassment and how 
far they give a just idea or existing land values. 

It is also stated whether the land-owners reI v on 
sources of income other than agriculture, e.g., mifitary 
service; this might account for a standard of prosperity 
which farming by itself would fail to provide. 

Having thus described the present condition of the 
tract and compared it with the past, the Report goes on 
to deal with those factors which are the essential basis 
of assessment, namely, the crops grown, the landlord's 
share of them and the nett value of that share. 

3. Crop Returns.-The Report shows the history of 
past harvests: the systems of cultivation employed on 
the various classes of soils are described briefly, and 
fluctuations in sown and harvested areas are explained. 
There are usually tables shewing the average acreage of 
each kind of crop for a series of years and the propor
tion that each kind bears to the total harvest: these 
show whether the circle grows a large amount of the 
less profitable crops, and each circle can be compared 
with its neighbours in this respect. 

4. The System of Rents.-Tables are given to shew 
what areas are cultivated by owners and tenants, respec· 
tively. Among tenants, distinction is made between 
those that pay customary rents unaffected by the mar
ket-value of the crop and those that pay economic rents. 
If there are many tenants of the former kind, this may 
indicate weakness in t,he proprietary body, but where 
the customary rent consists of, or ineludes, the land 
revenue, this consideration would not affect the pitch 
of the demand, since that will be passed on by the land
lord to the tenant, whatever its amount may be. The 
figures usually also show how the area under cOqlpeti
tion-rents is divided between tenants paying cash· rents 
and those who pay a share of the crop: and each of 
these classes is tabulated and discussed in further detail. 



There is a statement shewing the areas which pay 
a share of the crop, either in kind (batai) or commuted 
at rates fixed according to the kind of crop (zabti). 
Where diffe.rent fractions of the crop are paid on differ
ent soils the area paying each fraction is given, and a 
calculation made of the average share taken by the 
landlord for each class of soil in each circle. (Thus if 
1,000 acres of well-land in a circle pay a half share, and 
500 acr~s pay a two-fifths share, the avorage landlord's 
share on wpll-Iand for that circle will be seven-fifteenths.) 

Sometimes rents are paid in the form of fixed 
amounts of grain for one or both harvests: where a fixed 
amount of grain is paid in one harvest only, a fixed 
sum in cash is often paid in tIle other harvest. Rents 
of this kind (chakota) are tabulated separately, and thf'.Y 
can be used for comparison with the results brought out 
by the kind-rent estimate. 

The cash-rents are also tabulated: but in their case 
the aggregate figures are often of little value, and a good 
deal of selection and discrimination is necessary. In 
many parts of the Punjab, cash-rents are exceptional, 
the great bulk of the rent being taken in kind. In these 
areas detailed enquiry usually discloses the fact that the 
few cash-rents which exist are due to peculiar circum
stances having little to do with economic values. Here 
the cash-rent figures are o[ no practical use as a guide 
to assessmeut, and no ~laborate handling of them is 
called for: as far as thf' assessment is concern€'d, they 
might as well be> non-existent. But in other parts of the 
province (especially in the soutb-east and in the canal 
colonies), cash-rents are both common and determined 
by economic considerations. Here they afford the 
Settlemellt Officer a truer insight into the value of rents 
than he can obtain from his kind-rent calculations, 
which must necessarily involve assumptions about out
turns and prices. But if the main reliance is to be 
placed on the cash-rent estimate, then careful examina
tion of individual cases is necessary: for it will often be 
found that even where most of the cash-rents are true 
, competition-rents' ,a considerable proportion of them 
are forced up or down by special circumstances, 
independent of the mere value of the land. For 
instance, it may be found that lands have been let at 
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cheap rates to relations a,s a matter of family con
venience ; or, on the oth~r hand, that a mortgagor is 
paying an extortionate rent to his mortgagee, rather 
than forsake his ancestral holding. Again it may be 
found that particular fields are let for high or low rents 
because they are exceptionally ferUle or exceptionally 
poor; these rents may be true economic rents, but, if 
the estate contains no other fields equally good or bad, 
they give no indication of the letting value of the 
estate as a whole. All abnormal rents of these kinds are 
left out of account, and the averages on which the 
Settlement Officer's calculations are based exclude 
them. The checking of these eash-rents on the spot 
and the discussion with the proprietary body and culti
va,tors as to wbich of tbe rents represent normal rents 
for a particular kind of soil takps place as a rule at tbe 
time of village inspections and forms a very important 
part of the Settlement Officer's duties. 

The average normal rents for tbe rented area bav
ing been worked out, it is n<>cessary to consider whether 
the fields rented are fairly representative of their res
pEctive classes as a whole. In some estates it may be 
found tbat only the weakest fields are leased; in others, 
especially if there is a mortgage or if tbe owners are not 
skilled cultivators, the casb rents will be paid on the 
best fields. Considerations of this kind will have to be 
allowed for in making the next step in the calculation. 

5. The meaning of "Nett Assets ".-Up to this 
point the Assessment Report bas shown what is the 
average economic rent actually paid by tenants to 
owners. Tbe next step is to estimate the renting value 
of the circle as a whole. For this purpose it is assumed 
tllat the area cultivated by the owners on their own 
account (khud kasht) might be leased to tenants at the 
prevailing rates: or, to put the matter in another way, 
the cultivating owners are regarded as tenants paying 
the normal rent to themselves as landlords. A cal
culation is thus made of the value of landlord's share 
of the total produce, and in circles where there are 
enough normal cash-rents to afford a fairly safe guide, 
a separate calculation is made of tbe cash-renting value 
of tbe circle, and the results of the two calculations are
compared with one another. 
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In each case some deduction may have to be made' 
from the gross amount received by the landlord, on 
account of payments due from him towards the expenses 
of cultivation, or, in the case of cash-rents, to allow for 
costs of collection, bad debts or special abatements made 
for fallows or bad harvests. For the standard of 
assessment is not the gross produce of the land, but the 
" nett assets ", i. e., what the landlord actually gains 
after an expenses of cultivation (including water-rates) 
have been pa,id~ but before payment of land reVf'nue 
and cesses. If the landlords pays a share of the water
rates, that share is deducted from the value of the rent: 
if the agricultural a,rtisans and menials are allowed to take 
a share of the undivided crop, a corresponding deduction 
is made: and if the tenant takes fodder for his cattle 
without payment, or the landlord supplies seed or 
manure or helps to maintain the well or silt-clear the 
canal or is in any other "ay liable for expenses of culti
vation, appropriate allowances are made. If, on the 
other band, tbe landlmd passes on part or all of the 
land revenue to tbe tenant, the rent-value is increased 
accordingly. 

In addition to the ff'nts of cultivated land, the 
nett rents or profits of the waste are also liablp to be 
taken into account, if they am01mt to an:y consider
able sum, together with any other income accruing 
to the land-owners from their position as such. 
Rights in minerals generally belong to the Govern
ment, but saJtpetre belongs to the owners ano the 
profits of extracting it are often considerable. 
In the unirrigated uplands pasture is often more 
important than tillage and the income derived from 
it constitutes the bulk of the assets. In the 80uth-west, 
date-palms are a source of considerable income. In 
several districts the barilla plant (lana) yields a product 
(sajji) of some value. Where miscellaneous income of 
these kinds amounts to an appreciable figure, it is 
included in the "nett assets": in ma,ny districts it is 
regarded as negUgible. 

6. The Produce EsNmate.-In order to calculate the 
value of kind-rents it is l1eCf'ssarv to estimate the cash
value of the gross produce of each class of soil in each 
circle. The basis of the estimate is the normal area of 
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each kind of crop harvested during the selected cycle of 
years. 

To these areas are applied assumed rates of yield 
per acre of grain and straw (in the case of crops which 
pay a share of straw to the owner) or cash-rates (for 
crops customarily paid for in cash). Tbe rates of yield 
are assumed on the basis of local observation and enquiry, 
checked to some exten t by controlled experiments and 
compared witb assumptions made at last flettlement and 
in similar circles else·where. The assumptions are gene
rally well below the results of experiment and are, 
beyond reasonable question, very cautious, especially for 
the best lands. Thus irrigated wbeat has recently been 
assumed to yield from 8 to 12 maunds per acre in 
Multan, and ]3 maunds in Lyallpur, Jbang Branch Circle. 
Tbe tendency of Settlement Officers is to arrive in their 
own minds at a cautious figure for a moderate field in a 
moderate year. 

Tbe matured areas multiplied by the assumed yields 
produce the estimate outturn of crops. This is convert
ed into money-value by applying tbe prices sanctioned by 
the Financial Commissioner. The large margin of safety 
allowed in fixing these, combined witb tbe margin 
allowed for yields, ensures that the calculated value of 
the gross produce is placed at a figure ",yhich is very 
much in favour of the land-owner in any ordinary year. 

7. The Kind-Rent Estimote.-· The next step is to 
deduct from the gross value of the crop tbe sums allowed 
for the tenant's fodder and the artisans' and menials' 
wages. The remainder represents the value of the crop 
divided between the landlord an1 the tenant according 
to the recorded shares. This figure is, therefore, divided 
by the fraction representing the landlord's average share, 
allowance being made, if necessary, for any special dues 
claimed by either party. The resulting quotient is the 
landlord's gross rent. This figure must be reduced to 
the extent of payments made by thp landlord for ",yater
rates, seed, etc., and increased if the tenant pays the 
land revenue. These adjustments bring out the land
lord's nett rent or " nett assets". 

It is clear that this estimate of the nett assets 
.based upon kind-rents cannot be more than a 
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rough approximation to the facts: at practically 
every stage a substantial margin of safety is allowed 
in favour of the land-owner, and the cumulative 
understatement is considerable. The degree of under
statement can be roughly appreciated in the light of 
variom. checks, of which the most helpful is thl3 cash
rent estimate, where this is available. 

8. The Cash Rent Estimates.-Where cash-rents are 
sufficiently common to be used as a guide, they can be 
made the basis of an estimate of the nett rental on the 
same assumption as is made in the case of kind-rents, 
viz., that the area cultivated by the owners or leased out 
on kind-rents might be leased out at the prevailing cash
rents. It has already been shewn that this assumption 
is only justified in so far as the cash-rented areas are 
typical of their class. When this is the case, the applica
tion of the normal-average rents of each class of soil to 
the cultivated areas 'gives the gross cash-rental. From 
this figure deductions may have to be made for costs 
of collection, bad debts, and abatements for fallows and 
bad harvests. And furthAr adjustments must be made, 
as in the case of kind-rents, for water-rates paid by the 
landlord and revenue paid by the tenant. In this way 
the nett cash-rEntal is obtained. 

In those recently re-assessed districts in which cash
rents are most common, it has been found that the 
assets-estimate based upon them is much higher than 
that based upon kind-rents. But it has also been found 
that in those same districts tenants often take land on 
cash-rents and sub-let them on the prevailing kind-rents. 
And since it is certain that nobody would persist in this 
practice unless it paid, it follows that in these 
districts the value of the kind-rents has been under
estimated. This bears out the conclusion arrived at in 
paragraph 7 above. 

9. Other che(}k~ on the Assets-estimate.-It may 
safely be said that sensible men, and especially members 
of the money-lending profession, would not buy land in 
large quantities, unless it paid th{>m to do so. The 
price at which land has been sold and the sums advanc
ed for land which has been mortgaged are, therefore,. 
rough indications of the profits which the vendee or the 
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mortgagee expect to get from these transactions. These 
-tests can only be usefully applipd by comparison over a 
series of years. If it is found that prices and mortgage 
money are rising, it can be assumed that the existing 
burden of land revenue is not excessive. A reduction in 
prices of land, or in mortgage money per acre may on 
the other hand indicate some unfavourable symptom 
necessitating a reduction in the land revenue. 

Again a rough estimate of the total productive 
capacity of a tract may be obtained by estimates of the 
amount consumed by the inhabitants of that tract, and 
the quantities exported therefrom. 

:Purther there is a comparison with other assess
ment reports. 

Every Settlement Officer is glad to be able to re
inforce his own opinions by those of other experts; and 
higher Revenue authorities are naturally concerned to 
see that throughout the tracts under their charg8 similar 
conditions lead to similar conclusions. Hence it is always 
advisable to compare the results reported for a particular 
. circle with those arrived at in comparable circles else-
where. Such comparisons make for equity in distribu
tion of demand: but for this very reason they exert a 
conservative influence and tend to stereotype the 
under-estimates of yield and price which now have 
become almost traditional. 

Occasionally a Settlement Officer will find himself 
in a position to compare his assets-estimate with 
claims made by land-owners for compensation, in res
pect of land acquired or damaged. In these cases he 
will almost always find that his valuations are regarded 
by the claimant as utterly inadequate. 

After applying some or all of these checks to the 
results of the estimate based on kind-rents and cash
rents (if any), and taking into account the income from 
waste-lands, etc., where this is appreciable, the Settle
ment Officer gives his considered opinion of the full and 
fair " nett assets " of each circle. This is the figure on 
which he bases his assessment proposals, except when 
the latter have to be kept low by considerations of the 
amount of enhancement. Even then, he must state 
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definitely what proportion of the nett assets he expects 
to absorb by his proposed demand. 

10. Assessment Proposals.-Of the computed value 
of the nett assets, the Settlement Officer takes the pre
scribed fraction which is the standard of assessment. 
Till 1921 this fraction was one-half. Since that year it 
has been on0-third (see Ohapter I, paragraph 1). 

But there are many considerations which restrain 
him from taking the whole of the maximum fraction. 
Of these, the m08t important is the amount of the 
current demand. It has always been held impolitic to 
claim enhancements which would seriously disorganize 
domestic finances. When there has been an increase in 
cultivation due to the ext<msion of canal irrigation, an 
enhancement of the existing demand may be taken 
which is far great~r than would be possible when no 
such increas8 ill cultivation has occurred. Ordinarily, 
however, when the land revenue is fixed, and when pro
gress is due not to some revolutionary change such as 
the extension to the tract of canal irrigation, but to the 
normal development of the tract, the <~mount of the 
enhancement which can be taken is limited, and it is 
proposed to restrict the maximum amount of enhance
ment in such cases by statute in future to an incidence 
which shall not exceed the incidence of the existing 
demand by more than 33t per cent. The result of this 
assessment may be an assessment far below the assess
ment permitted by the prescribed standard. 

But it does not follow that he will propose to take 
even as much as this limited figure. He must bear in 
mind that, although his proposals and the orders passed 
upon them treat the assessment circle as the unit, he 
will have to- distribute the demand sanctioned for a 
~ircle over the various estates included in it. In 
making his distribution he must arrive at a total which 
does not differ from the total sanctioned by more than 
3 per cent. either way. So before proposing a defi
nite sum as the demand for a circle, he must see his 
way to obtaining that sum from the estates in the 
light of his rough village-to-village assessments. 
It may be the case that some estates in the circle 
have made great progress while others have stood 
still or even lost ground: and it is quite likely that the 
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Settlement Officer will be reluctant to raise the demand 
of the strong villages sufficiently to counterbalance the 
leniency due to the weak villages. For the tendency of 
Settlement Officers generally is to be generous in allow
ing for weakness and cautious in claims upon strength. 

One of the most serious forms of weakness is deterio
ration of the soil due to water-logging or some other 
cause. Another form of weakness consists of smallness 
of holdings and heavy pressure of population on the soil. 
In strict theory, the size of holdings is irrelevant, since 
the profits 01 cultivating a particular acre of land are 
the same, whoever takes the rent. But in circles where 
the bulk of the cultivation is done by owners of a few 
acres, it may well happen that the costs of cultivation are 
relatively high, since the owner-cultivator has to support 
himself and his family on an area which would not 
suffice to support a tenant paying the prevailing rent. 
In such circumstances more than ordinary moderation 
is necessary, and little stress is laid on the rise in prices 
wllere only a small share of the produce can be brought 
to market. The claims to lenient treatment of congest
ed areas with small holdings will always be borne in 
mind, particularly because in such tracts owing to the 
pressure of: population and scarcity of land, rents are 
often markedly high and competitive, and unless care 
was taken the rent statistics might indicate and justify 
on paper a theoretically high incidence of revenue. 
Special leniency is also generally shewn to tbose tribes 
who are known to be inefficient cultivators and unable 
to raise the most profitable crops. And in villages in 
which transfers of land are found to be due to economic 
weakness or live and dead stock have seriously decreas
ed, caution is necessary. There are, in short, many 
reasons which lead Settlement Officers to keep their 
proposals well below the figure which they might theore
tically claim. 

Taking aU these factors into consideration, the 
Report submits definite proposals for eacb circle, speci
fying the standard rates for each class of soil and the 
aggregate demand wbich these rates will produce. The 
rates are compared with those in force in similar circles 
elsewhere, and any considerable differences are justified. 
The financial results are clearly summarised so as to 



show what proportions of the gross produce and the nett 
assets are being claimed and wha,t the enhancement of 
demand will be. If a fluctuating assessment is proposed, 
the grounds for preferring it are indicated. If the fixed 
form is recommended, orders are askE'd for in connection 
with such variable factors as exemption of improv~e
ments, adjustments for di-alluvion and so forth. 

11. Publication of Assessment Proposals.- When the 
Assessment Report is completed, a vernacular abstract
of its salient points is printed and circulated to all vil
lage headmen and other leading revenue payers. Any 
revenue payer may lodge a representation or objection 
on any point before the Oommil'sioner, within a month 
of the abstract's publication. The Oommissioner may 
refer any such representation back to the Settlement 
Officer for consideration; and he must bring them all 
to the notice of the Financial OOlllmissoner in his review 
of the Report or separately. 

The publication of this abstract was first prescribed 
in 1919; since then tllere bave been remarkably few 
objections lodged against the proposals of Settlement 
Officers, and those few have been more concerned with 
particular cases than witb general principles or assump
tions. 

The Oommissioner, having disposed of objections 
made within the prescribed month, writes a review of the 
Report, and forwards the Report with his review to the 
Financial Oommissioner. 
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OHAPTER IV.-INTRODUCTION OF A NEW 
ASSESSMENT. 

1. Orders on 'the Assessment Report.-On receipt 
of a Report from the Oommissioner, the Financial 
Oommissioner writes the draft orders upon it which he 
submits for Government's approval. When the orders 
have been approved by the Local Government, they 
are promulgated by the Fina,ncial Oommissioner. The 
Settlement Officer then knows what is the total demand 
to be imposed on each circle and on what standard 
rates it is based. He ma.r find that, in addition to the 
standard rates, maximum and minimum rates are pres
cribed for the strongest and weake~t pstates. 

2. Distrib'ution of the new demand over Estates.
The Settl{'ment Officer must now proceed to distribute 
the new demand approved by the Local Governml"nt. 
He is allowed to depart from the total sanctioned for a 
circle by not more than 3 per cent. in either direction. 
He assessc's each estate in the light of his inspt'ction 
notes, according as he considers it to he above, equal to 
or below the circle average. If he assesses any estate at 
more than 20 per cent. above or below the figure 
brought out by the standard rates, he records his 
reasons for so doing in the " Detailed Village Assess
ment Statement )' which he has to compile and submit 
to the Oommissioner. 

As soon as he has completed his distribution, and 
satisfied himself that he is within the 3 per cent. margin 
for the circle, he announces the resulting assessments to 
the assembled headmen and other interested persons. 
Within 30 days of the announcement, any land-owner 
or assignee of land revenue may ask for re-consideration 
of the order and the Settlement Officer must record his 
reasons for acceding or refusing. An appeal may be 
made to the Oommissioner within 60 days against any 
order announcing the assessment or refusing re-consider
ation and a further appeal may be made to the Finan
cialOommissioner. Petitions and appeals are not very 
numerous now-a-days : and it is practically never that 
anybody uses the right afforded by section 55 of the 
Land Revenue Act of refusing liability for payment of 
the new demand. 
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3. Distribution of the demand over Holdinys.-The 
demand for the estate having been determined, it has 
to be distributed over the individual holdings. This 
requires a detailed order of the Settlement Officer, who 
is legally responsible for making th{' distribution. But 
the approved practice is to give effect to the wishes of 
the land-owners, so far as these are fair and practicable. 
It is often found that the owners prefer to adopt a 
scheme quite unlike that which would result from the 
direct application of the standard rates of the circle. 
Sometimes they elect to discriminate between wrlls of 
different grades or between different blocks of fields. 
Sometimes they may wish to put a larger share 
of the demand upon the waste than thf' Settlement 
Officer would be inclined to. They may even wish to 
proceed on a basis of family shares or ploughs, regard
less of the sizes of cultivated holdings. 

As long as tllf' Settlement Officer is satisfied that 
such arrangements are not unduly favourable to the 
more influf>ntial owners. he will usually concur. \Vhen 
the necessary order has been passed, each land-owner is 
given a, written statement of the old and new demands 
on his holding, and the cesses. The orders ar:: subject to 
re-consideration, appeal and further appeal in the same 
way as orders of assessment. But as this part of the 
work is always done in full cOllwltation with the parties 
concerned, appeals are uncommon. 

It is possible under section 56 (2) of the Land 
Revenue .Act to revise a distribution-orders bptween 
settlements, but this is rarely necessary. 

4. Dates of Instalments.-The demand must also 
be rlistribnted over the vear. The number and dates 
of payments are fixed in ~onsultation with the owners. 
The principle followed is that the interval between har
vest and collection should be long enough to allow a 
sufficient amount of produce to be marketed without 
sacrifice, but not so long as to encourage diversion of the 
proceeds. In the great majority of cases payment is 
made after each of the two main harvests, and often 
there is more than one instalment in one harvest, espe
cially in the winter. 

It is a mistake to suppose that the dates of payment 
are fixed without regard to the payer's convenience: 
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on the contrary, that is the governing consideration. 
In order to avoid trouble for the headmen, it is now 
common to spread the dates for collecting a single in
stalment over several days, and to detail for each day 
particular estates, not more in number than can be dealt 
with in the day: this saves the headmen from having 
to waste time at the tahsil, while other estates are en
ganging the attention of the officials. 

5. Exemption of Improvements.- It has long been 
an accepted principle that, if the renting-value of land 
has been increar:;ed by (·xpenditure of the owner's capi
tal or labour, the Government should forbear for some 
time to claim its share of the surplus. In particular it 
has been recognized that an owner who sinks a well is 
entitled to escape for several years any extra demand 
based upon the well's existence. The rules for giving 
effect to this principle were consolidated and confirmed 
in 1922. 

Under these rule:'-l, every new well is exempted from 
assessment of the additional assets produced by it for at 
least 20 years, an d the period may, if necessary, be 
prolonged to as much as 40 years. The intention is 
that the owner shall obtain from his additional assets 
a sum equal to twice the cost of the well. The Settle·· 
nlent Officer has to make a calculation for each as:'-Iess
ment cirele comparing the average cost of a well with 
the average assets accruing, and to find what multiple 
of 5 years, from 20 to 4.0, fulfils tbis intention: be then 
obtains the Financial Commissioner's sanction to grant 
to each new well within each circle a certificate of ex
emption for the period apllroved for that circle. 

In areas under fixed assessment, questions of ex
empting inJprovements can only arise at settlement: 
for wells sunk between settlements are not liab.1e to 
enhanced assessment during tbe currency of the settle
ment. But where the assessment is fluctuating, it de
volves upon the owner of the well to obtain from the 
Collector a certificate of exemption, which "ill absolve 
him from assessment at well rates for the prescribed 
period. The Revenue officials have to satisfy themselves 
by reference to the Village Note-Books, that due effect 
is given to the rules. 
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CHAPTER V.-THE COMPLETION OF A SETTLEMENT. 

1. Suspensions and Remissions.- When the new 
assessment has been determined, announced and distri
buted, and all petitions and appeals have been disposed 
of, the Settlement Officer's main task has been accomp
lished. But there rema.in certain other matters which 
are necessary to ensure that tllf' new settlement will 
work smoothly. 

In circles under ·fixed assessment a scheme to 
regulate suspensions and remissions of land revenue has 
to be pH'pared. With prices at their present level, 
current fixed assessments are always paid with ease in 
a year of even moderate rainfall. But it would be quite 
impossible to fix for every pstate any sum, however 
small, which could always be paid without hardship, 
whatevrf the conditions of the harvest. In almost 
every circle there are some estates which are specially 
at the mercy of the weather; in such eFitates insistence 
on punctual payment, even of the lightest demand, 
would lead to occasional distress. For this reason, the 
Settlement Officer has to make out a list of estates 
classed as secure and inseeure, and to prepare for the 
use of the district authorities a scheme which will 
enable signals of distress to be recognized and indicate 
the appropriate measures of relief. The Collector will 
then be in a position to know in good time whether an 
estate will be in difficulties, and can arrange for the sus
pension of payment in respect of a part or the whole of 
the demand, and for recovery of the sums suspended 
when the estate has had a chance to recover. If a 
succession of poor harvests precluQ.es recovery within a 
certain timr~ the olltstandings are usually remitted. 

This system, though it involves a considerable 
amount of labour for the Revenue officials, works well 
in practice, and goes far towards ; popularizing the 
system of fixed assessments. 

2. Di-alluvion Adjustments.-In river-valley cir
cles in which the assessment is fixed, an element of 
elasticity bas to be introduced, in order to avoid the 
hardship of having to pay land revenue on fields 
submerged by sand or water. This element is provided 
by special rules, which adopt the demand to the cur-
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rent state of affairs in the river-bed. If assessed lands 
are swept away or ruined by sand, their revenue is 
remitted: if new lands are tlnowll up, they are assesf,ed 
according to qualit;y. The working of this system,. 
which is a compromise between the fiXf·d and the 
fluctuating, necessitates annual measurements and 
inspections which often mean much hard work for the 
Revenue staff. rrhe Settlement Officer has to draw up,. 
and obtain sanction for, a set of rules for tbe guidance 
of the staff, especially in regard .to the rates at which 
newly-accreted fields art' to be assessed. Similar rules 
are sometimt's required for estates on the margin of 
lak es or swamps. 

3. The Final Settlement Report.-The progress of 
operations and the final results of a settlement are sum
med up in a Final Settlement Report. This is designed 
to make available in a compact and accessible fOl'm~ the 
facts and orders affecting Revenue administration during 
the currency of the settlement. 

On receipt of the Final Settlement Rel)()rt, the 
Local Government passes orders determining the period 
for which tIle settlement is to remain in foree. The 
principles affecting the decision of this question have 
already been explained. These orders bring the work of 
the settlement to a close. 

4. Concluding Surnmary.-The general principles 
which govern the policy of settlement in the Punjab may 
be summed up from the foregoing parapraphs as 
follows :-

(i) The fundamental principle of land revenue 
is the immemorial claim of the Government 
to a share in the profits of all land. 

(ii) The Government has from time to time fixed 
a limit to the share which it claims. 

(iii) The British Government has for more than a 
century limited its claim to a share of the 
rental, or " landlord's nett assets ". 

(iv) For more than sixty years, the claim has been 
limited to a half share of the " nett assets ". 



(v) Since August 1921, the claim in future re
assessments has been limited to a one-third 
share of tbe " nett assets ". 

(vi) The Government foregoes its share in profits 
due to improvements made by the land-ownerr 
for a period" hieh allows the owner to re:coup 
from th<:> profits at least t"ice the cost of the 
improvement. 

(vii) In order to kl:'ep the share of" nett assets" 
claimed by the Government approximately 
level throughout the province, periodical re
assessments are necessary. 

(viii) The frequency of these re-assessments de
pends upon the possibilities of future develop
ment ; those tracts 'wbich have most nearly 
reached the physical limits of development 
are re-asse~sed least frequently. 

(ix) The amount of enhancement clainled on re
assessment is not necessarily proportionate to 
thf> enbanced value of the" nett 3,ssets ", but 
is limited by regard to the amount of the 
existing demand : siner August 1921, en
hancements have been limited (with certain 
exceptions) to one-third of the incidence of 
demand previously assessed : bt'fore that 
date, enllancements of more than one-third 
were imposed gradually. 

(x) The demand is liable to be limited further by 
considerations of small holdings and other 
indications of economic weakness. 

{xi; Assessments are made after full consultation 
with the land-ownerR, who are given every 
opportunity of expressing their views, both 
before and after the assessments are announc
ed. 

(xii) In distributing the demand assessed on an 
estate over the several holdings comprised 
therein, full effect is given to the wishes of 
the land-owners, where these are consistent 
with general equity and convenience. 
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(xiii) The land-owners in an estate are responsible 
for the land revenue jointly and several
ly. 

(xiv) The rights of ownership are contingent upon 
discharge of the responsibility for the land 
revenue. 

27G Fe -2,')0)-2).1·23 -SlPI' La-lure. 
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